INDIAN WRESTLING
Story and photos by Tate Zandstra

I woke up to the smell of smoke. The
cloying scent of funeral pyres, bodies
flaming away on the river banks, work of
Dalit — the lowest Hindu caste — hung
limpid in the air. There were smeared handprints on the walls and a black mold
growing up the sides of the concrete
shower, but I didn’t pay much attention;
that’s just the way that India is, and it was
already after 6:00 AM. I needed to be at
Hanuman Ghat in the city of Varanasi
before sunrise to meet the wrestler.
Varanasi is many things to many people.
Fetid and disgusting? … maybe. Ancient?
… certainly. Holy and striking … absolutely. For a small group of wrestlers, Varanasi
is also home to a very old style of martial
art which, developed in prehistoric times,
has served warriors and athletes for millennia. Indian wrestling, called, variously,
Malla Yuddha or Pehlwan, is a tradition in
decline, bolstered by a fanatical contingent
who refuses to let the martial art die.
When I hit the riverfront, a great fiery light
was gathering on the hazy eastern horizon.
A chorus grew and swelled, of holy men
chanting mantras, ambling cows lowing,
and temple bells clangoring. Barefooted
crowds of pilgrims waded into mother

Ganga, holiest of rivers, to supplicate
themselves before the rising sun.

wonderment, and even exultation. It’s an
emotional vintage only possible in India.

I grabbed a Chai (Indian spiced tea) for the
equivalent of eight American cents. It was
fiery hot and too sweet; it burned my
fingers on the disposable clay bowl before
I hurried through the crowds. Along the
way, I considered the entwined nature of
every ritual of life in India with the spiritual. The Ghats of Varanasi are steps
descending from the leaning tenements of
the ancient city directly into the river. To
bathe in the river Ganges restores good
karma to the believer at a remarkable rate,
but not so much as being burned in the
open along its banks, your ashes swept into
the current afterward.

At Hanuman Ghat, named for the god of
war, his aspect like a fiercely snarling,
armored monkey, I pass a building of indeterminate age, its courtyard open three
stories up and leaking water along with a
profusion of ferns and vines. Down the
woodcutter’s lane, where Dalit carry
bundles of firewood on their heads — fuel
for the human infernos which never cool
— I stop adjacent to the house of ganja and
heroin, there to wait for the wrestler, who I
have never met. The meeting was arranged,
with a couple phone calls and for a few
rupees, and the place specified, over
scalding chai in the shade of a carpet
seller’s tent two days previous.

Nothing is as good as Moksha (meaning
“release” or “to let loose”) however, which
is achieved by dying in Varanasi, and going
straight to Nirvana to sit by lord Rama’s
side.
There are a billion people in India, and as
many ways to die. Predictably perhaps, the
ghats are carpeted with the afflicted. The
whole scene is glazed over in a battered
patina of hope, desperation, resignation,

The wrestler shows up at exactly the
appointed moment, alas, city of miracles,
and I know him because he has a red
Honda moto. He knows me because I’m
foreign and totally out of place. After brief
Hindi introductions, we are off on his bike,
flying through ancient lanes crowded with
begging children, holy cows, barking dogs
and groveling penitents.

Dawn on the Ganges; although it is badly polluted by industry, sewage, floating bodies, animal waste, etc,
the Ganges is still considered most holy, and hundreds of millions depend on its water.
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The wrestlers of Varanasi are an ancient
group. Their patron god is Hanuman and
they claim to have originated the art of
wrestling. Then again, if you talk to anyone
at length about anything, they will likely
claim that it had its origins in India, and
they may be right. Civilization in India
stretches back some 7,000 years, to the
Indus Valley civilization which was closely
linked with Mesopotamia.
Two of the world’s major religions,
Hinduism and Buddhism, began in India
and spread throughout Asia. Indian scien-

A holy man, called a Sadhu, in Varanasi.

Varanasi ghats

tific thought and governance followed
Buddhism (Siddhartha Gautama, better
known as Buddha, was himself said to be a
champion wrestler) into Southeast Asia,
forming the basis of kingdoms and empires
throughout the region. If, as some scholars
claim, Indian martial arts spread around the
Asian world and transformed along with
other facets of Indian cultural exports, then
the claim that jiu-jitsu has its roots in India
may not be entirely far fetched.
The Mahabarata, an ancient text which,
paired with the Ramayana forms the Indian
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creation epic, is filled with warfare involving nearly every tribe or clan throughout
the subcontinent. The story goes into great
detail in its descriptions of single combat
held between champions, as well as
strategy, style and weaponry. Punches,
kicks, throws, head butts and joint manipulations were all part of the strategy of the
early Indian combatants.
Yoga also seems to have been entwined
with martial practices in antiquity, much as
it is by wrestlers today. Obviously benefi-

from this sphere of thought which
thrived not on healing, but killing.
By the Middle Ages, from about 1,000 C.E.
till some five centuries later, wrestling
forms, called Malla Yuddha, became even
more specialized, and branched into four
dominant styles: pure strength, quickness,
debilitating submissions and limb
breaking. Texts of the era described the
diet, training regimen, and physical characteristics necessary to become a good fighter
in this violent, dangerous sport.

wrestlers, Pehlwani, were one such curiosity. Some Indian wrestlers gained great
fame during the period, touring Britain as
strongmen, or making matches against
British wrestlers.
Today, the wrestler is a dying breed.
There are occasional shows in Varanasi
and Kolkata (Calcutta), but the quicklymodernizing face of India smiles but
seldom on its pehlwani these days. There
are still schools however, who train as
they always have, and strong young men

Alleyway in Varanasi; lined with pilgrims and a holy cow.

cial to any martial artist for increased flexibility, the more difficult styles of yoga also
offer cultivation of mental intensity as well
as great physical endurance.
Indian medical theory is both methodical
and respected, and roughly 2,000 years
ago, Indian martial artists began to
experiment with and catalog vital points
on the body which, when struck, could
cause
great
injury
or
death.
Paradoxically, Ayurvedic medicine
(meaning “the life of science”) evolved

Malla Yuddha declined under the rule of
the Islamic Mughal dynasty and was
absorbed into the Pehlwani style which
incorporated wrestling styles and rules
from Persia and other nations across the
Muslim world.
During the colonial period when “the sun
never set on the British empire,” India was
probably the most important British
dominion. A tremendous amount of
“oriental” customs came back to England
with decommissioned soldiers. The

who wish to compete in something more
violent than cricket.
When we arrived at the courtyard wrestling
gym, the second miracle of the day by my
calculation, the younger wrestlers were
already going about their daily chores.
Water has to be pulled up from a well to be
splashed into a basin for washing after
practice. The boys, shocked and delighted
by my presence, asked me to pull some
buckets out of the well, in a race. They
showed me how to dip the leaky tin bucket
TapouT
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Guru posing
with big clubs.

and, from a low wrestling stance, pull it
hand over hand to the gathering daylight.
The exercise is good; the rope is slimy, the
bucket heavy — and from lats through
shoulders, wrists and hands — a person has
to use a lot of gripping and pulling strength.
The next chore is to turn the heavy clay of
the wrestling pit. To be thrown on it after it
settles for a night might cause injury, while
after it is turned, it is as forgiving as a gymnastics mat. The heavy pick used for
digging is great forearm and shoulder
work. The wrestlers lift weights as

Wrestler warms up with clubs.

anywhere, but the peculiarity of the Indian
training circuit are the Gada, heavy clubs
which Hanuman is said to have used in the
ancient religious epic Ramayana, a
love/war story of the struggles of Hindu
gods against Totsagan and his army of
demons. The clubs are swung in intricate
patterns I was unable to duplicate, to the
amusement of the wrestlers.
The guru, to make the best impression,
brought out the biggest gada at the school.
Decorated with paintings of the king of
Varanasi, the wrestlers say the clubs weigh
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70 kilos (154 pounds), heavier than the
youngest of the wrestlers. Hoisting
them onto the shoulders of the biggest
pehlwani, the juniors stood ready to
catch the clubs if the legs of the heavyweights buckle. I didn’t even try the
lunges and squats they do with the huge,
unwieldy clubs.
Finally, the guru led a prayer to
Hanuman, and the wrestlers bathed
themselves in purifying incense smoke
before entering the pit. There are several

on quickness to the action, and no
matter the historic links, if jiu-jitsu
indeed is a derivation of Indian
wrestling, there is very little resemblance.
In times past, variations of Indian
wrestling were more violent, employing striking and sometimes even
weaponry worn on the hands. In
Varanasi, modern MMA is far from
the minds of the wrestlers, if they are
even aware of it, but I couldn’t help

Anything to keep the shoulders off the ground; wrestlers will take
great impact on their necks to avoid the pin.

variations of rules regarding wrestling;
in the most popular, the shoulders must
never touch the ground, even for an
instant. To this end, the pehlwani do
violent neck exercises, which I declined
to try, bridging on their necks if they are
thrown to save their shoulders touching
the ground. Although they are completely vegetarian (no meat is allowed in
the holy city of Varanasi) the wrestlers
are as quick and as powerful as any I
have seen anywhere. Their attacks and
defenses are clean. There is an emphasis

speculating how one of these kids
from Varanasi, given some BJJ and
some striking, would mature as a
fighter.
After practice, the wrestlers wash up
and go off to their day, to scrape and
scrap on the impoverished streets of
the holy city, proud to know that they
carry on an old tradition slowly being
lost to call centers, IT degrees,
freeways, and the myriad other hallmarks of modernization.
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